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Показано, что изменение инертной массы нестабильных частиц (и атомных ядер) в скалярном гравитационном поле, 
возникающее в результате передачи полю части энергии покоя частиц, или, наоборот, при увеличении их энергии по-
коя за счет аккреции полевой энергии, сопровождается изменением темпов радиоактивного распада. Приложение ска-
лярной теории гравитации к однородной вселенной предсказывает вековое ускорение темпов распада нестабильных 
ядер и частиц в современную эпоху. В космологическом масштабе времени этот процесс подтверждается наблюдае-
мым (1 + z)-растяжением кривых блеска послесвечения сверхновых типа Ia, которое вызвано жестким гамма-
излучением от распадающихся нестабильных нуклидов 56Ni and 56Co, созданных при взрыве аккрецирующих белых 
карликов. 
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It is shown that a change in the inertial mass of unstable particles (and atomic nuclei) in a scalar gravitational field that occurs 
as a result of the transfer of part of the rest energy of particles to the field, or, conversely, when their rest energy increases due 
to accretion of field energy, is accompanied by a change in the rate of radioactive decay. The application of the scalar theory of 
gravity to the homogeneous universe predicts the secular acceleration of the rate of decay of unstable nuclei and particles in the 
current era. On a cosmological time scale, this process is confirmed by the observed (1 + z)-stretching of the light curves of su-
pernovae type Ia afterglow caused by the hard gamma-radiation from the decaying unstable 56Ni and 56Co nuclides created by 
the explosion of accreting white dwarfs.  
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Introduction 
Along with the gravitational shift of the atomic 

and nuclear spectra of electromagnetic radiation, 
discussed in a previous article [1], the variability of 
the rest energy of massive particles in a gravitational 
field predicted by the scalar special-relativistic the-
ory of gravity leads to another quantum-mechanical 
effect. This phenomenon manifests itself in the form 
of a small change in the rate of radioactive decay of 
unstable nuclei and elementary particles under the 
influence of local gravitational fields created by the 
condensed matter of stars, the sun, and the earth.  

On the other hand, the application of the pro-
posed scalar gauge-invariant theory of gravity to all 
the mass in the entire universe predicts the existence 
of a slowly varying in time collective cosmic gravi-
tational field. The theory predicts also that this back-
ground field, which also changes the mass of parti-
cles, should affect intranuclear processes, and this 
effect of gravity should manifest itself, in particular, 
in the form of secular acceleration or deceleration in 
large time scales of the rate of radioactive decay. 
Small deviations in the physics of nuclear processes 
that gradually took place in the past era, being mo-
notonously accumulating in time, should have 

significantly increased on a cosmological time scale 
and should be clearly visible now against the back-
ground of well-studied similar nuclear transforma-
tions in the current time. The cosmological manifes-
tation of this phenomenon was detected twenty years 
ago by observing the “dilation of light curves” in the 
afterglow of the explosion products of accreting 
white dwarfs as this cosmic event recedes from the 
observer. It is established by astronomical observa-
tions that this afterglow arises at the expense of en-
ergy of hard radiation from decaying  -unstable 

nuclei 56Ni and 56Co created in the fusion process 
from carbon and oxygen during the explosion, which 
was identified as a Type Ia supernova.  

The use of this type supernovae as cosmic 
“standard candles” [2]–[5] has shown that the time 
of their accessible to observation bright glow in-
creases with increasing distance and, consequently, 
with an increase in the time interval separating our 
time from these cosmic events of the long past. Spe-
cifically, it was measured that the time intervals of 
the afterglow after SN Ia explosion increase with 
distance or, in other words, the light curves of a 
distant supernova with a high cosmological redshift 
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z are stretched by the factor (1 )z  compared to 

similar curves in neighboring supernovae of this 
type.  

A theoretical description of this phenomenon in 
the framework of a conformally flat model of the 
universe with a background gravitational field with 
cyclic dynamics was proposed in my earlier publica-
tion [6]. Later, when we turn to cosmological prob-
lems without going beyond the framework of the 
accepted gauge-invariant model of gravity, we will 
also return to a more detailed discussion of the prob-
lem of cosmological acceleration at present epoch of 
the rates of radioactive decay of both rapidly decay-
ing and long-lived isotopes under the influence of a 
background gravitational field.  
 

1 The effect of gravitation on the rate of ra-
dioactive decay 

If the quantum-mechanical system such as 
atom, atomic nucleus, or other real massive struc-
tural object is placed in the external gravitational 
field, simultaneously with the gravitational change 
of its rest energy [1], [7], [8] 

 
22 cc me E                      (1.1) 

the change in the natural width E  of its energy 
levels should also occur when the gravitational po-
tential   changes. This change must be, of course, 
in the same proportion as in (1.1), that is, with the 
same Nordström’s energy content factor  

22 ce   

Therefore from the law (1.1) of mass–energy trans-
formation in a gravitational field and the quantum 
mechanical uncertainty relation between the width 
E  of energy levels and the lifetime   of excited 
states,  

E    
it follows that the lifetime of a system in bounded 
state depends on the potential in such a way that  

 
2ce const                   (1.2) 

Noting the obvious fact that the lifetime   
with respect to the radioactive decay of a particular 
type of radionuclide (or other unstable particles, 
such as, for example, neutrons) is proportional to 

their half-life 
1

2( )T   we conclude from the connec-
tion (1.2), that the half-life of unstable particles in a 
gravitational field varies with the field potential   
according to the relation  
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Obviously, the value of the half-life of the consid-
ered unstable particle locater in the space region, 
where for the gravitational potential we choose the 
gauge condition 0    should be taken in (1.3) as 

the constant 
1

2( )
0T    

So, taking into account the above arguments, 
the usual law of radioactive decay  

0( ) tN t N e   

where 

1
2( )

ln 2

T
    

in the presence of a static (or stationary) gravita-
tional field, whose potential is constant in time, 
should be rewritten in the form:  
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  (1.4) 

We will be interested next in the ratio of the 
numbers ( )AN t  and ( )BN t  of unstable particles that 

survived at time t  in every of two initially identical 
their amounts, which were located in different re-
gions of field, A  and B  with different constant 

values A  and B  of potential. From (1.4) it is 

easy to see that  
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For a weak field in the linear approximation with 

respect to the small parameter 2c    from this we 
obtain  
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where AB A B      If the decay time t  is com-

parable to the half-life 
1

2( )
0T   which, of course, is 

implied, the last formula is further simplified:  
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                (1.5) 

 
2 Gravitational variability of the decay rate 

of 238U on the Earth 
Now, on the basis of this formula we estimate 

the order of magnitude of the ratio of non-decayed 

fractions for long-lived 238U  isotopes that were lo-

cated in the center of the Earth and on its surface for 
the entire time after completion of its formation as a 
planet. For this purpose, we use the well-known so-
lution of the Poisson equation for the potential of the 
Newtonian theory of gravitation (see, for example, [9]) 
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   (2.1) 

which determines the field of a massive homogene-
ous spherical body of mass M  and radius R  both 
inside it and in the entire surrounding space under 
the gauge condition 0   at infinity. Assuming 
next M M   R R   and bearing in mind that 

the acceleration of gravity on the surface of the 
planet  
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we find from formula (2.1) the expressions for the 
potential in center of the Earth ( 0) :r   

center

3

2A gR       

and on its surface ( ) :r R  

surfaceB gR     . 

From this it follows 
1

2AB gR     

Now from (1.5) we find the final formula for 
calculating the relative content of undecayed unsta-
ble isotopes of a certain kind in similar geological 
rocks in the center and on the surface of the Earth 
(or another planet) after a long period of time t  
elapsed after their formation:  

1
2

center

( )2
surface 0

( ) ln 2
1

( ) 2

N t R gt

N t c T

    

In carrying out a numerical calculation on the 
example of uranium-238 isotopes, which half-life is 

equal 
1

2( ) 94 468 10 yearsT     [10], we note addi-

tionally that the approximate age of the Earth is es-
timated at 4.5 billion years, and remember also that 

66 371 10 mR     29 8 msg     and 8 110 msc    

As a result, we have  

10center

surface

( )
1 2 4 10

( )

N t

N t
      

As calculations show, due to the extreme 
smallness of the dimensionless relative magnitude of 
the gravitational field on the Earth’s surface,  

10surface
2 2

7 10
R g

c c


     

the ratio of the concentration of long-lived isotopes 
on its surface and in the center during the Earth’s 
existence can very small differs from unity.  

But if radioactive decay had to be used as a 
clockwork, then the deviation from unity calculated 
in (1.5) is two orders of magnitude greater than that 
which allowed Richard Feynman in [15] to state that 
“the center of the earth should be a day or two 
younger than the surface”.  
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